Development, Validation, and Application of a Novel Ligand-Binding Assay to Selectively Measure PEGylated Recombinant Human Coagulation Factor VIII (BAX 855).
BAX 855 is a PEGylated recombinant factor VIII preparation that showed prolonged circulatory half-life in nonclinical and clinical studies. This paper describes the development, validation, and application of a novel ligand-binding assay (LBA) to selectively measure BAX 855 in plasma. The LBA is based on PEG-specific capture of BAX 855, followed by immunological factor VIII (FVIII)-specific detection of the antibody-bound BAX 855. This assay principle enabled sensitive measurement of BAX 855 down to the low nanomolar range without interference from non-PEGylated FVIII as demonstrated by validation data for plasma from animals typically used for nonclinical characterization of FVIII. The selectivity of an in-house-developed anti-PEG and a commercially available preparation, shown by competition studies to primarily target the terminating methoxy group of PEG, also allowed assessment of the intactness of the attached PEG chains. Altogether, this new LBA adds to the group of methods to selectively, accurately, and precisely measure a PEGylated drug in complex biological matrices. The feasibility and convenience of using this method was demonstrated during extensive nonclinical characterization of BAX 855.